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Compost Spreader

sand, gypsum, saw dust, vermi compost and such granular materials. While 

operating a thick rubber strip shoots out any non granular material like small 

stone. rock & thus dismisses the chances of spreading such particles with 

actual material. It increases soil fertility by uniformly spreading compost on 

the surface of the soil. 

SHAKTIMAN Compost Spreader is a simple low cost low maintenance 

machine. It does not only simplify the function of spreading compost but also 

ensure even quantity of compost spreading in each pass. It also eliminate 

requirement of labour, saving huge cost of compost spreading compare to 

conventional practices. It is multi purpose machine which can spread gravel, 
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*Accessories shown are not part of standard equipment. 

2. Hydraulic Motor Drive1. Mechanical Wheels

Compost Spreader

MODEL

Tractor Power (HP / Kw)

Loading Capacity (Kg / lbs)

Overall Length (mm / inch)

Overall Width (mm / inch)

Overall Height (mm / inch)

Three Point Hitch

Working Width (mm / inch)

Thickness of Compost Layer (mm / inch)

SHCS 1.5M

35-45 / 26-34  

2-10 / 0.1-0.4

750 / 1650

1680 / 66.1

1768 / 69.6 1768 / 69.6

1375 / 54.1 1375 / 54.1

Cat-II

1500 / 59.1

2-10 / 0.1-0.4

1980 / 78

SHCS 1.8M

40-50 / 30-37

900 / 1980

Cat-II

1800 / 70.9

The company reserves absolute rights to modify the specifications of machine and components therein without any prior notice. 

Advantage of Mechanical Wheel type 

 Option of increase/decrease thickness of 
spreading layer by attaching small/big wheels.

Forward speed of tractor does not affect 
thickness of spreading layer.

Advantage of Hydraulic Motor Drive 

 Thickness of spreading layer can be easily adjusted by operator by a joy 
stick of hydraulic motor

Thickness of spreading layer can be adjusted by forward speed of tractor

Width of Spreading layer can be adjusted/divide by using different types 
of chutes

Prime Mover: 45HP and above tractor 
Double acting hydraulic valve required 
for Mechanical wheel type compost 
spreader & four way spool valve required 
for Hydraulic motor operated compost 
spreader.


